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Increase yield by combining injecting and massaging

Marinating bone-in and skin-on poultry products like wings, drumsticks, thighs, legs
and whole or half birds adds flavor and boosts value.

Traditionally this is carried out using tumbling only. Not only is this a time-consuming batch process, but it also leads to wet products at
the outfeed (as the skin is a natural barrier to brine absorption) and unsightly effects like skin slip. Injecting brine overcomes these
drawbacks. To avoid damaged bones, brine pockets or visible needle holes, the GEA poultry parts injection process uses a
combination of very thin needles, a denser needle pattern and controlled injection. It increases efficiency, produces a more appetizing
looking product and can boost yield by up to 4 percent.

The GEA poultry parts injection process
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Injecting

Bone-in and skin-on poultry parts present specific challenges for injection.
Conventional needles have a tendency to break or deform when they hit bone,
whereas larger diameters needles leave visible marks in the skin and damage the
bone. To overcome these drawbacks, the poultry parts injection solution incorporates
a GEA YieldJector, which has an exceptionally high number of injection points. An
additional contribution to the effectiveness of the injector is the use of sharp, small
diameter GEA OptiFlex needles.

THE APPROPRIATE INJECTION PATTERN
The GEA YieldJector's dense injection pattern gives more than twice the injection points of a conventional injector, providing the
highest number of injection points in its class. This optimizes brine distribution, also under and around the bone. It is possible because
GEA injectors feature injection heads with individual needles that retract when hitting a bone, further increasing the needle-in-meat-
ratio.

STANDARD INJECTION PATTERN

DISADVANTAGES
• Wide spread pattern

• Large stainless steel needles (3-4mm)

• Bone damage

• Large needle marks

 GEA INJECTION PATTERN

ADVANTAGES
• Extreme fine mazed pattern

• Small OptiFlex needles (< 2mm)

• No bone damage

• No needle marks

 BRINE DISTRIBUTION: 2mm OPTIFLEX NEEDLES
Highly flexible 2mm bone-in needles with ‘bending memory’ are custom designed by GEA to
inject bone-in and skin-on poultry parts. Injection marks disappear from the product, even on
skin, when using the 2mm OptiFlex needles in combination with the GEA MultiShaker.
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Massaging

When injection is followed by a short massaging step, protein activation is stimulated
and marinades and spices can be added. The net result is increased yield, enhanced
appearance and an improvement in processing efficiency.

BRINE IN PRODUCT ONLY
The extremely sharp 2mm OptiFlex needles do not create permanent channels or leave marks in the injected meat. Once retracted, the
narrow channels close immediately, assuring an optimal amount of injected brine stays inside the product. A GEA MultiShaker at the
outfeed shakes off excess brine lying on the product, closes remaining needle marks and starts the activation of protein. This way, all
products continue on to the tumbling and cooking process with fully absorbed brine.

TRADITIONAL: TUMBLING ONLY (no injecting)
In the traditional marination process, batch times of an hour or
more are standard. Before further processing, poultry parts are
massaged with a percentage of brine followed by marinade or
spices in a tumbler. Unfortunately most of the time skin blocks
the brine so absorption is superficial and products come out of
the tumbler wet. The brine which has been tumbled into the
product’s surface is easily lost in the subsequent heating process
steps.

 GEA: TUMBLING AFTER INJECTING
Due to core injection, the massaging step after injecting can be
reduced to 20 minutes. Spices will stick better to the product, the
batch will be drier and there will be less waste and drip.
Shortening the massaging time also reduces the chance of skin-
slippage. As brine is injected rather than massaged, the marinade
and dry spices will stick better to the product.

Product remains wet, spices do not stick

DISADVANTAGES
• Brine absorption is superficial and blocked by skin

• Marinade washed off

• Extremely wet product after massaging

• Loss of marinade/brine

 

Spices stick to the product

ADVANTAGES
• Brine 100% absorbed (injected)

• Fully marinated

• Dry product after massaging

• No loss of marinade/brine
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Frying/Cooking/Roasting

Yield is most influenced by weight loss during further processing. The better the brine
distribution and the lower the deviation between products, the higher the potential
yield and capacity during the frying, cooking and/or roasting processes.

When using the GEA bone-in injection line for poultry parts in combination with a short tumbling step, yield benefits up to 4% can be
achieved compared to processes which only use tumblers to brine and marinate the products. The distribution, functionality and
effectiveness of the water and ingredients are enhanced by core-injection. Even with clean label ingredients or other low-functional
ingredients, the process efficiency is improved. Core injection enables the massaging step to be reduced to 20 minutes. Spices will
stick better to the product, the batch will be dryer and there will be less waste and drip.

FIGHTING SKIN SLIP ON ROASTED PRODUCTS
It is widely known that skin will contract and slip back during roasting. The only way to stop this degradation in quality and appearance
is to fix the skin first with a low temperature treatment before a high temperature step roasts the product. The GEA CookStar can
perform such a precisely controlled cooking process because of its ability to keep wide air temperature and humidity differences in its
two cooking zones. In the first zone the skin will be ‘fixed’ by low air temperature and high humidity, followed by the roasting step in
the second zone with high air temperature and low humidity. This process generates a nice brown product with minimal skin slip.
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Key elements of marination line

 BELT LOADING & PRODUCT SPREADING
Conventional injectors require a certain amount of manual handling when loading the
products at the infeed. This adds to labor costs and leads to ineffective loading of the injector
belt such as double layers or gaps, which in turn results in deviation problems and capacity
reduction. GEA offers controlled hands-free gradual loading by using a custom designed GEA
BulkLoader and consistently even spreading of products onto the injector belt by using a GEA
MultiShaker at the infeed. There are no operators required on the injection line after loading
the box into the hopper.

 MINIMIZING STANDARD DEVIATION THROUGH TEMPERATURE CONTROL
Traditional injection lines are not able to maintain brine at a stable temperature causing pick-
up variations that tend to result in under- or over-cooked products. These deviations are
reduced to a minimum by keeping brine in the filter tank at a constant temperature of 2-4
degrees Celsius (35.6-39.2 degrees Fahrenheit) using the GEA SuperChill. The GEA
SuperChill is a stand-alone brine cooler that is connected to the brine tank alongside the
injector. It communicates with the temperature sensor on the injector and can be controlled
via the injector's PLC.

 INJECTING
Conventional injectors use large needles with wide patterns, damaging skin and bones and
causing very large deviations in brine distribution. This results in gel pockets and under- or
over-cooking. GEA offers extremely sharp 2mm OptiFlex needles in a very dense pattern. The
needles retract individually when hitting bone. Delicate wing bones are not damaged as the
required counter pressure for needle retraction is adjustable. These features optimize brine
distribution in the meat and around and even under bones, resulting in the smallest possible
deviations and stable cooking results.

 PROTEIN ACTIVATION
A GEA MultiShaker at the outfeed shakes off excess brine lying on the product and starts the
activation of protein, which also closes the remaining needle marks in the skin. This way, all
products continue on to the tumbling and cooking process with fully absorbed brine.

 MASSAGING
Due to core injection, the massaging step after injecting can be reduced to 20 minutes. Spices
will stick better to the product, the batch will be drier, and there is less waste and drip. Shorter
massaging times also reduce the chance of skin-slippage. As brine is injected rather than
massaged, excess brine does not affect the ability of the marinade or dry spices to stick to the
product.
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Key elements of further processing line

 FRYING
To help you lower the costs of industrial frying, our frying equipment is designed to minimize
oil consumption, increase productivity and enhance the quality of your products. The range
of modular GEA EasyFry solutions - large and small - ensures there is one to exactly match
your capacity requirements. Consumer preferences for healthier and crisper fried foods
present the challenges for the industrial frying processes, and GEA helps you meet them by
providing solutions with optimal control over the fryer and oil filtration equipment.

 COOKING & ROASTING
Roasted poultry parts should combine an appetizing brown surface color with a juicy texture
and a nice bite. To realize these qualities with a cooking process, the oven must be able to
brown the surface at a high temperature yet still maintain the right level of moisture in the
product. These demands are normally counter-productive. The GEA CookStar overcomes this
by cooking at high humidity with high temperature in the first zone, then prepare for drying
using vertical airflow, followed by browning and cooking the product to core with horizontal
airflow and optimum temperature and humidity conditions in the second zone. This results in
more uniform browning, shorter cooking times and a juicier product with higher yield. If the
roasting effect is required or the use of color additives is restricted, the GEA CookStar Turbo
version will deliver the additional benefit of crispiness by reducing the fat layer underneath
the skin using unique impingement technology.

Freezing/Packaging to complete your line

FREEZING

Enhanced bone-in poultry products come with an appealing taste and presentation and suit customers'

wishes for easy preparation. Food safety at the highest level is a must-have since cold or warm consumption

(short regeneration time) will be applicable. The GEA Spiral Freezers are designed for these demanding

applications and fully satisfy the strict EHEDG hygienic design requirements whether you chill or freeze. The

spiral systems are configured to suit your business drivers and become an integrated part of your operations.

GEA’s freezers portfolio covers the full range of principles (low-tension, self-stacking and direct drive).

HORIZONTAL PACKAGING SOLUTIONS

The GEA PowerPak range is an innovative thermoformer concept that meets the highest packaging

standards for the most complex applications and highest output demands. This machine combines

unsurpassed top performance with outstanding cost-saving potential thanks to low machine downtimes.

The best of all: with the modular construction of the GEA PowerPak range, you can build a machine which is

uncompromisingly tailored to your applications of today, and still remain open to the demands of tomorrow.

VERTICAL PACKAGING SOLUTIONS

The vertical flow packaging solutions from GEA set the industry standard for operational reliability. The

current GEA SmartPacker has a proven technical availability of greater than 98%, and this is constantly

verified using real-time performance analysis software running on installed base machines. A variety of bags,

with a wide range of options can be made on this equipment. Depending on your needs you can select the

type that suits your product and customer best.
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